
section two: practical IMPRESSIONS

#1:     What are the top 3 challenges & the top 3 opportunities  at your business right now for a service architect?  
           Come up with a plan to address each one of these.

#2       Name 2 things you have done to show how you have demonstrated exceptional service leadership this week?

#3       How have you been sufficiently empowered to be a service architect?

#4       List How you have empowered others to be service architects

#5       Where, in the area in which you work, is more “light” needed?  How can you work to achieve that?

#6       in the l.i.g.h.t. acrostic, which one do you thrive in, and which one to you most struggle with?

Practical questions & exercises from this section for personal application

#7      how have you led with a hammer and how have you led with a shovel?

#8       What is your role in the organization and how does it deliver  exceptional customer service?

#9       How many people did you talk to in the past week about what you are learning in Customer Service Imprinting,
            and What were some of the feedback you received from those you shared with?

  
#10    How is your title helping and hindering your role in delivering or leading others to deliver exceptional 
            customer service?

BONUS         Memorize customer relationship imprinting element number two: 

          “enlist & empower service architects”
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imprint access   Get more imprinting tools & exclusive content

Customer Relationship Imprinting definition:

The ability to attract, acquire and retain more customers 
who follow you regardless of circumstances

section two: group therapy session

group therapy session 

For group reading, team building and group discussion

#1:      as a group, write down the best potential customer comments you could ever get! Then, like Disney, look 
            beyond the rebar to determine the steps needed to make the compliments a reality.

#2:      Have each staff member participating in Group Therapy identify new ways they will empower others to 
            become service architects.

#3:      Have each staff member participating in Group Therapy write down a list of ways that they have been 
            empowered by their captain to make their customer’s day.

#4:     Identify at least 3 things that Service Architect training in your organization must include and discuss at the 
            next Group Therapy session.

#5:      Identify at least 3 ways in which your organization can reward and highlight exceptional customer service 
            provided by team members and review in the next Group Therapy session.

#6:      Discuss ideas in the Group Therapy session as to how to benchmark and track your customer service efforts in 
            order to show progress and identify what works/doesn’t work and what efforts yield the highest benefits.

#7:      Have the participants in the Group Therapy session start a list which will be maintained throughout this 
            process.  The list should contain:
1.        What is being tried?
2.        Can it be replicated?
3.        is it sustainable?
4.        What are the hard costs?
5.        What are the soft costs?
6.        Why do you feel it is something that will positively impact your business?
7.        Was it successful?
8.        What was the lift, if any, that can be attributed to each effort?

#8:      Have each member of the Group Therapy session share the following:
 .          What is one example of exceptional customer service that either they provided or witnessed in the past week?
            and What is one missed opportunity of providing exceptional customer service that either they missed or 
            observed someone else missing in the past week?

#9:      Have each staff member participating in the Group Therapy to bring in a list of candidates that they see as 
            Service Architects and discuss in the next Group Therapy session.

#10:   Who is the leader in your organization that is most likely to “take a customer’s dog out for a poop?”  Why?
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1.

2.

3.

1. How did the practical impression from last week go?
2. Name 5 things you have done to show how you have demonstrated exceptional service leadership this week?
3. What does the “Disneyland” version of your business look like to you?  Have you communicated with your higher ups what 
your vision is?
4. Who is the “Captain” in your area?  Do you know what their vision is for your customer service?  Have they empowered you to 
be a service architect?
5. How have you been sufficiently empowered to be a service architect?
6. How have you empowered others to be service architects?
7. Where, in the area in which you work, is more “light” needed?  How can you work to achieve that?
8. What are the stumbling blocks in the way of providing exceptional customer service?
9. If you were writing the IMS (Imprinting Mission Statement) for your organization what would it say?
10. How many people did you talk to in the past week about what you are learning in Customer Service Imprinting?  What were 
some of the feedback comments you received from those you shared with?
11. What is your role in the organization and how does it deliver  exceptional customer service?
12. Are you seeing your role in the bigger picture, or are you seeing the big picture needing your role? 
13. How is your title getting in the way of your role in delivering or leading others to deliver exceptional customer service?

How did the practical impressions from the previous section go?

1.

2.

review your previous group therapy session questions & tasks before beginning this session
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